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FlexSecurITy, Powered by FlexITy, Partners with Okta
to Secure Cloud for the Canadian Market
FlexSecurITy – The Evolution of CyberSecurITy

TORONTO, June 4th 2020 - As organizations transform their business to leverage the power and
flexibility of hybrid and public cloud computing, new risks emerge around managing digital
identities and access to systems and data. The challenges of a greatly expanded remote workforce
have recently compounded these issues and accelerated the need for enhanced security solutions.
FlexITy and Okta are empowering organizations to securely adopt new ways of delivering service
to their customers on modern platforms.
“Okta’s mission is to enable every organization to seamlessly and securely use any technology,”
said Patrick McCue, SVP Worldwide Partners, Okta. “With FlexITy expanding its expertise to
provide its customers with Next Generation Managed Cyber Security Services, organizations
looking to secure their digital transformation have reliable and secure solutions to adopt cloud
delivery models and embrace new ways of interacting with their customers. We’re excited about
this move by FlexITy to standardize on Okta for identity and access management solutions to
enable these outcomes”.
“FlexITy enables our customers to effectively mitigate cyber security risk by protecting critical
systems and data. Identity and access management is a key element of reducing attack vectors and
ensuring compliance with regulations and security best practices.” explained Brad Riddell, VP of
CyberSecurity, FlexSecurITy. “We selected Okta as our lead partner in identity and access
management for our own corporate use and for our Managed Security Services offerings.”
This partnership with Okta allows FlexSecurITy to secure the Canadian workplace with the best
tools and protection of their data. It will structure a digital workspace for client’s employees,
allowing freedom, efficiency and safety to work remotely across a diverse set of devices,
applications and network infrastructure. It’s a strategic partnership to facilitate secure cloud
migrations, promote a connected digital workspace and boost employee productivity.
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About FlexITy
FlexITy is an award-winning integrator of smart technology, CyberSecurITy and service solutions,
built on powerful and digitally advanced secure platforms, and delivered with decades of expertise,
is headquartered in Richmond Hill, with offices in Toronto and Winnipeg.
FlexSecurITy is a next-generation cybersecurity offering enabling organizations to protect the way
people work today from advanced threats and compliance risks. FlexSecurITy protects
organizations from the advanced attacks targeting them and protects the critical information people
create while arming organizations with the right intelligence and tools to respond quickly when
things go wrong.
FlexHealth-Powered by FlexITy is a suite of patient-centric solutions that integrate interactive
mobile applications, secure health IT and data, and optimize healthcare management. FlexHealth
engages patients and families, empowers clinicians and delivers outcomes that matter.
FlexTEL, a leading and secure managed business communications solution provides voice, data,
converged, and managed services for businesses and enterprises that need a proven, responsive,
costeffective alternative to the phone and cable monopolies.
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